Abstract-This paper considers scenarios in which fairness and efficiency are two conflicting objectives in wireless networks, and investigates the use of proportional fairness objective to strike a balance between the two objectives. We explain the physical meaning of proportional fairness in a wireless network, and give an analysis showing that proportional fairness is equivalent or close to max-min fairness in terms of air-time usage (as opposed to bandwidth usage). For infrastructure WLANs, two approaches to achieving proportional fairness are discussed. For ad hoc networks, achieving proportional fairness is more complex and requires global information on contention among different traffic flows. We propose and evaluate the use of a distributed max-min air-time allocation algorithm to approximate the proportional fairness objective.
INTRODUCTION
In wireless LANs [1] and ad hoc networks [2] , fairness and efficiency can be two conflicting objectives. For multirate WLANs and ad hoc networks in which nodes have the choice of transmitting at varying bit rates (e.g., in IEEE 802.11b, data rate could be 1Mbps, 2Mbps, 5.5Mbps, or 11 Mbps), this issue becomes even more pronounced.
In a wireless network, a wireless station (WS) may use an "auto-rate" mechanism to choose a suitable data rate for transmission according to the channel condition experienced. Co-existing WSs could also transmit at different speeds simply because they use compatible technologies of different generations. For example, 802.11g [3] stations have a maximum data rate of 54Mbps while 802.11b stations have a maximum data rate of 11Mbps.
An interesting observation, as pointed out in [4] [5] , is that the performance of a WLAN is usually determined by the stations with the lowest data rates. Consider a WLAN where two WSs send equal-size packets to the AP with data rates 11Mbps and 1Mbps, respectively. Since the 802.11 MAC protocol implicitly provides equal access probability to both WSs, WS2 will occupy as much as 11 more air time than WS1 does, if they use similar packet sizes. As a result, the total throughput of this WLAN is only around 1Mbps. This observation indicates that throughput fairness leads to bandwidth underutilization in multirate wireless networks.
In fact, it is a fundamental choice whether one should strive to achieve max-min fairness (optimize "fairness"), to maximize the total throughput (maximize "efficiency"), or to strike a balance between fairness and throughput by adopting the proportional fairness [6] objective.
Inherently, the standard 802.11 multi-access protocol attempts to achieve max-min fairness in bandwidth usage. When different WSs use different data rates, the WSs transmitting at lower data rates use up more "air time". Thus, 1) max-min fairness in bandwidth usage does not translate to max-min fairness in air-time usage; (in fact, there will much unfairness in terms of air-time usage) and 2) total network throughput could be dragged down significantly when the data rates vary widely [4] .
Maximizing total throughput is another extreme choice. To make the most use of the wireless medium, one could allocate the medium to WSs with the highest data rates exclusively. In this case, the low data-rate WSs will be starved and this may not be acceptable.
Proportional fairness is a compromise between fairness and throughput. Although reference [7] recommended proportional fairness as the objective of resource allocation, the corresponding physical implications for air-time usage have not been identified. Furthermore, approaches to achieve proportional fairness in ad hoc networks have not been introduced. The major contributions of this paper are 1) to show analytically that proportional fairness in bandwidth usage is equivalent or close to max-min fairness in air-time usage, and 2) to propose and investigate approaches to achieving proportional fairness in both WLANs and ad hoc networks. ∏ . Now,
II. PHYSICAL MEANING OF PRO-PORTIONAL FAIRNESS
Note that R i 's are constants for the optimization problem. As mentioned before, R i 's are pre-determined by the distances (or channel conditions) of the WSs from the AP, or by the standards (802.11b or 802.11g) used by their wireless cards.
∏ is equivalent to maximizing 
This is an interesting property of proportional fairness in WLANs.
Property 1. In a WLAN, given a fixed number of WSs, the throughput of one WS is independent of the data rates used by other WSs, if proportional fairness is achieved.
We notice that in [8] , a similar notion of "Time-based Fairness" is proposed to achieve higher efficiency and reasonable fairness in multi-rate WLANs. We have shown here, however, that "air-time fairness" is a natural result of the more fundamental "proportional fairness". Also, [8] does not take into account the protocol overhead (which we consider in Proposition 2).
Proposition 1 and Property 1 are general for any network with the same medium sharing model. (As a special case, when all the WSs use the same data rate, proportional fairness reduces to max-min fairness in terms of throughput.)
The observation in Proposition 1 motivates us to conduct a more detailed investigation to take into account the protocol overhead in WLANs. For an analysis, let us first define the terms "slots" and "Tx Ratio". If there are always packets to be transmitted in a WLAN (Saturation), wee can divide time into "slots", and there are two kinds of "slots" [10] , as shown in Fig  1 . Ts is the time required for a successful packet (or "packet burst", explained in Section III) transmission, and Tf is the time wasted for an unsuccessful transmission, which could be caused by either a packet collision or channel errors. Ts and Tf are determined by the 802.11 specifications of data rates, PHY header, MAC header, ACK, DIFS, SIFS, and the length of the payload [10] . If we do not consider packet burst, we have 
where t p is the transmission time needed for the MAC layer payload, and δ is propagation delay. In the following, we will add a subscript i to denote the parameters for a packet targeted for WS i. Tx Ratio (Transmission Ratio, denoted asτ ) of one WS is defined as the ratio of the number of busy slots (including both successful and unsuccessful busy slots) occupied by this WS to the total number of idle slots. Note that this definition is different from the "transmission probability" in [10] . If we consider a scenario with only downlink traffic from the AP to its n WSs, it is clear that 0 1
where 0 τ is the Tx Ratio of the AP as a whole. 
Proposition 2. Considering the protocol overhead, if there is only downlink traffic in an infrastructure WLAN, proportional fairness is achieved when all the WSs in the WLAN have the same fraction of "effective air-time usage", defined as follows:
where i T is the transmission time for the payload to WS i plus all the protocol overhead (PHY header, MAC header, ACK, DIFS and SIFS). Given the same packet size, the lower the data rate, the larger the value of i T . If no channel errors are assumed, i i T Ts = , as in Equation (7). Proof:
where W is the initial contention window (W=CWMin, with a default value 32 in 802.11b) of the AP. We define the "effective data rate" i Re as
where Pi is the average packet size for packets to WS i. Then the throughput of each flow can be expressed as 1 1
Notice that Equation (13) has the same structure as Equation (2) . So the same conclusion as Proposition 1 follows here. That is, ..
From (10) and (14), we have 1 2 ... 
Conjecture: Considering both uplink and downlink traffic in a WLAN, although packet collisions make the closed-form expression of individual throughput difficult to obtain, we could approximate this situation as in Proposition 1. So, we conjecture Proposition 1 also holds on an approximated basis.
We will validate this conjecture by simulation in Section V.
III. IMPLEMENTATION OF PROPORTIONAL FAIRNESS IN A WLAN
In a WLAN, all the WSs are in the range of AP. For downlink traffic, the AP acts as the coordinator to allocate the air-time equally to the WSs. The "air-time" includes the time for PHY header, MAC header, ACK, SIFS, DIFS as in Proposition 2. (The time for idle slots is neglected.) For uplink traffic, there are two approaches.
A. Using equal TXOP length in each WS
A straightforward approach to implement proportional fairness for uplink traffic in a WLAN is to utilize packet bursting from WSs, as defined in 802.11e standard [11] , while keeping the CWs unchanged (identical for all the WSs). The bursting lengths (i.e., TXOP lengths, expressed in "seconds") are set as the same for all WSs to achieve equal air-time usage, independent of the WSs' individual data rates. Since 802.11 MAC implicitly provides long-term equal access probability to all the WSs, equal TXOP for all the WSs leads to equal airtime occupancy in a long term.
B. Adjusting Initial CWs of different WSs
We can alternatively tune the initial CWs (CWMin's) of the WSs to achieve this goal for uplink traffic. Considering the overhead, assuming saturated uplink traffic, Let W i be the initial CW (CWMin) of WS i. Tx Ratio of WS i can be expressed as (readily derived from "transmission probability" [10] 
Then, to achieve time fairness (14), we could simply let
where T i here is the air time including the protocol overhead in one burst (containing one or multiple packets) used by WS i. The value of CWMin's can be distributed from the AP to the WSs, since the AP knows the individual air-time used by one burst from each WS.
IV. PROPORTIONAL FAIRNESS IN AD HOC NETWORKS
Nodes in ad hoc networks can also be multi-rate. As mentioned before, max-min fairness is not efficient in this situation, proportional fairness may be preferable. Achieving proportional fairness in ad hoc networks is more challenging, due to its distributed nature.
To formulate the problem, let us first briefly review the conception of flow contention graph and clique [9] . Let N be the number of flows in an ad hoc network, these flows constitute a set F. ("flow" here means "MAC layer flow", i.e., one-hop.) The flow contention graph of F, G(F) contains the interfering relationships among the N flows. (Two examples will be given in Fig 3 and Fig 5 (a) .) A vertex in this graph represents a flow, and an edge between two vertices indicates that these two flows can not exist simultaneously (i.e. they interfere with each other). In [9] , for example, two flows mutually interferes if |Ta-Tb|<CS, or |Ta-Rb|<CS, or |Ra-Tb|<CS, or |Ra-Rb|<CS where Ta, Ra, Tb, Rb refer to the transmitter and receiver of flow a and flow b. CS refer to Carrier Sense Range. In different interfering models and multi-access protocols, the actual interference range and inequalities describing the conditions may be different. A more elaborate model can be found in [12] .
A clique Cl, is a subset in F where each pair of flows in this subset are interfering with each other. In Fig 3 (b) , for example, {1, 2, 3, 4} and {4, 5, 6} are two cliques.
The following optimization problem needs to be solved to achieve proportional fairness in an Ad hoc network: 
where R j is the data rate of flow j, Cl k is a clique of the flow contention graph [9] where in total m cliques exist, r i is the fraction of air time used by flow i. According to (19), each WS needs global information to compute its fair share in terms of time usage. This is difficult in a distributed network without a coordinator. But, recall that bandwidth proportional fairness in a WLAN is equivalent to air-time max-min fairness. So, we propose to allocate the share of air-time r j to node j in a max-min manner based on the situation in its neighborhood rather than the whole network, in order to approximate proportional fairness.
In [9] , a set of distributed algorithms has been developed to achieve max-min fairness of individual throughput. Only minor modifications are needed to meet our objective. The modified set of algorithms are called "Time-Max-Min" algorithm. First, each WS with packets to send computes a "fair share" of "air time" it should get, according to information of its neighbors, instead of the whole network (Algorithm 1 [9] ). Then, a WS in the network needs to measure the "air time" (in seconds, including protocol overhead, according to Proposition 2), instead of "the volume of traffic" in bits, occupied by its own transmissions and nearby WSs so far. This is implemented by Algorithm 2 (a revision based on "traffic share estimation algorithm" [9] ). According to the measurement results, it dynamically adjust its CW to achieve fair share of transmission time ("Backoff window adjustment algorithm" [9] ). Alternatively, it could adjust the length of its TXOP instead of CWMin in a similar way (not listed in this paper due to the space limit).
For convenient presentation, we cite the global version of Algorithm 1, which compute the max-min fair share in an ad hoc network, given the flow contention graph. Interested readers are referred to [9] for Algorithm 1 itself. Note that Algorithm 1 and its global version yield the same results.
Our focus in this paper is to evaluate how well Algorithm 1 approximates our objective of proportional fairness. This will be elaborated in Section V. Let To be the measured air time of flows in V', Let Last Sender be a variable used to correlate ACKs and DATA packets for the case where both sender and receiver are in V', this variable is reset periodically if not changed by the algorithm (the period depends on the protocol (e.g., in 802.11, it should be about SIFS+propagation delay). 
A. WLAN
Our simulation set-up assumes a 802.11a WLAN with eight WSs sending saturated uplink traffic to the AP. The payload size is fixed at 1460 Bytes. Only WS 1 uses a low data rate of 6Mbps (e.g. because it is far from the AP and the signal is weak, so that it must decrease its data rate to keep connected), while others use 36Mbps (e.g. they are near to the AP). For "max-min bandwidth fairness", all the CWMin's are the same, and in "proportional bandwidth fairness", CWMin's are adjusted according to (18). The value of CWMin's can be distributed from the AP to its WSs, since the AP knows the individual air-time used by a packet burst from each WS.
Here 
Note that adjusting CWs is not the only strategy, and using the same TXOP for each WS is even simpler. The total throughput/goodput of 8 WSs is about 24Mbps if all the WSs use the data rate of 36Mbps. When WS 1 reduces its data rate to 6Mbps, to achieve max-min fairness, the total throughput falls to 16.69 Mbps, while in proportional fairness (or max-min fairness in the time usage), 22.09 Mbps is achievable.
If there are fewer WSs (.e.g. 2 WSs) in a WLAN, and the data rates differ more significantly (e.g. one uses 1Mbps while the other 11Mbps), the inefficiency of Max-min fairness is more distinct. 
B. Ad hoc Networks
A WLAN can be regarded as a special case of ad hoc networks. In this sub-section, we allocate the "air-time" in an ad hoc network in a max-min manner, using Algorithm 1 in the distributed Time-Max-Min (TMM) algorithms described in Section IV. The purpose is to find out how close Algorithm 1 approaches ideal proportional fairness. (The effectiveness of Algorithm 2 and 3 for each WS to achieve the target share determined by Algorithm 1 has been evaluated in [9] ). To evaluate the approach, we first compute the "normalized" shares, then obtain the "Fairness Index" of them, as follows.
Let N be the number of flows in an ad hoc network, these flows constitute a set F, and let the contention graph of this set be G(F). We first solve the optimization problem in (19), and obtain the ideal proportional fairness time share vector PF [i] , where i=1,2,…N. The actual time share vector we get from the Algorithm 1 in Section IV is TMM [i] . Then, the normalized share of flow
Finally, the Fairness Index [13] is computed by 
VI. CONCLUSION
In wireless LANs and ad hoc networks, fairness and efficiency can be two conflicting objectives, particularly so in a multi-rate environment in which wireless stations may use different data transmission rates. To strike a balance between the two objectives, a popular performance objective is the proportional fairness objective. It turns out that proportional fairness in bandwidth usage (which does not have much of a physical meaning except that it is a convenient mathematical objective function used as a compromise between the overall network throughput and fairness to individual nodes) does have a physical meaning in the multi-rate environment in terms of air-time usage.
In particular, we have proved the analytical equivalence of proportional fairness objective and the max-min airtime usage objective in WLANs. By allocating air-time to wireless stations in a fair manner, proportional fairness in bandwidth usage is achieved. Based on this insight, we have investigated two approaches to achieving proportional fairness by means of airtime usage tracking.
In ad hoc networks, achieving proportional fairness in the strict sense can be formulated as a global optimization problem using a flow contention graph. For this optimization, each WS needs global information of flow contention to compute its fair share of air-time, making the task more challenging than in infrastructure WLANs in which AP is the coordinator. A good approximation is for the distributed nodes to monitor only the air-time usage in its surrounding neighborhood. After all, a node contends for air-time usage only with the neighbors that it can hear. In this paper, we have investigated a set of distributed max-min air-time allocation algorithm, referred to collectively as TMM to meet this goal.
